COMING IN 2022!
NERD Symposium
ETTN’s Inaugural N.E.R.D. (Networking, Education, Resources and Development) Symposium will be held in 2022 at the NEW SEMA Garage in Detroit,
Michigan. This multi-faceted, 3-day event is designed specifically for engineers
and product designers at your company. There will be a day of activities touring
and utilizing the new SEMA Garage in Detroit’s many capabilities, followed by
2 days of rotating meetings where attendees will have access to a wide range of
service providers to ask questions and develop contacts. These service providers
will be everything from testing labs to tool/machinery manufacturers to intellectual property protection experts. Along with these meetings, there will be in
depth trainings and keynote speakers digging deep into some of the hottest topics in the industry today. Most importantly, the networking opportunities for attendees to build a support team to lean on with questions or advice throughout
the following years will be abundant. The symposium will end in conjunction
with a Grand Opening Reception for the SEMA Garage!!

Networking Opportunities
ETTN will be hosting in-person networking opportunities in 2022. The ETTN
Select Committee knows that our members have missed so many opportunities
to connect on current projects, new trends and challenges that you are experiencing. To help keep you engaged with each other and continue to provide a
solid peer networking, ETTN will be having several mixers in 2022 at key industry events! Stay tuned for more information

ETTN Virtual Series
ETTN is creating a virtual education series designed especially for our members! It will be focused on a deep-dive into the world of automotive engineering
in bite-size segments. If that interests you, then ETTN's Education team has a
treat for you. We've arranged for the industry's best talent to give real
world talks with topics for modern engineers to enjoy, ranging from the latest
EV technology to advanced internal combustion engine designs and emissions treatment systems. These talks are powered by the best in the industry,
about 30-45 minutes long with the unique benefit of giving you access to our expert speaker Live to answer your questions after the talk. There are two unique
and beneficial aspect of these presentations are: the in depth-technical discussion are far greater than other sessions out there and the speaker will be live during the pre-recorded presentation to answer questions and chat during the
presentation. Powered by SEMA's Emerging Trends and Technologies Network,
these sessions are free for members and you can't find them elsewhere.

Scan to learn more
If you want to receive news as soon as it is available, contact Council Director Nicole
Bradle at NicoleB@sema.org at any time.

